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List of stands to
be harvested

Annual control

Verification of
documentation in the
field

Field schedule

File containing the
documentation of the
marked stand

Tree marking in
the field

Field data processing
and realization of the
utilization acts

Sending the documents
to the Regional Forest
Administration Authority

Remake the
utilisation acts
Is acceptable ?

Forest resources administrator

Designation of
personnel for field
work

Secondary
products?

Private forest
district?

Sending the documents
to the Regional Forest
Inspectorate

Documents are kept
to the FD premised
Documents are
checked by the Forest
District Director
Private FD?

Documents are sent
to RFAA

Forest Resources
Bureau receives the
documents

Forest Resources
Bureau checks the
documents

RFAA director aproves the
documents

Forest Resources
Bureau send the
documents to the RFAA
director

Forest Resources
Bureau cancels the
documents
Major errors?

RFAA personnel performs
field inspections

RFI chief inspector aproves
the documents
Secretariat receives the
documents

Regional Forest
Inspectorate checks the
documents

Regional Forest
Inspectorate cancels
the documents

Personnel of RFI send
the documents to the
Chief Inspector

Approved documents
are sent to the forest
district
RFI personnel performs
field inspections

Major errors?

RFA or PFD prepares
the documentation for
auction

Publication of the list of
stands to be contracted

A representative of the
forest district accompanies
the representative of the
harvesting company in the
field for stand checking

Harvesting companies
prepare their own
documentation for
participation

Harvesting company
submits its folder to the
contractant (RFAA or
PFD) + participation tax

Harvesting company
performs an own
feasibility calculation

Contractant body
performs a check of the
participant harvesting
companies

Contractant body
selects the participants
and elaborates a list of
approved participants

Contracting for harvest

Auction?

Standing trees
Participation to
auction

Announcing the
winers
Harvesting
services

Good practice deposite
made by the harvesting
company (5%) from the
timber volume

Restitution of the
auction participation tax
to the harvesting
company

Elaboration of the
auction minutes signed
by the harvesting
company representant

RFAA or PFD
announces the
harvesting company
when the contract is
ready

RFAA of PFD
prepare the
contract

First payment made by
HC according to the
harvesting schedule
(only for standing trees)

A representative of the
harvesting company
goes to the RFAA or
PFD premises

Representatives of FD
and HC go in the field
where is signed a
delivery reception
document

Forest district issues
the harvesting
authorization

Common establishment
of the harvesting timing
with respect to the
normative provisions

Common reading of the
contractant provisions
and signing

HC informs TC and EU
regarding the location
and potential quantities
when is aquired
standing timber

HC signs a frame-work
contract with TC when it
sells to TC

HC informs EU
Harvesting
company
performs an
admininstrative
organization of
the harvesting site

Harvesting
company
establishes the
technical
solution and
harvesting setup

Harvesting
company
instructs the
workers
regarding the
technical and
work safety
issues

Tree felling,
limbing,
topping,
crosscutting,
logging, landing
applications

FD or land RFI
personnel perfomrs
periodical field controls
regarding financial and
technical issues,
including material Q&M
at landing when HC
contracted services

HC continues
production and
makes a stock
Major problems?

Sells to end-user?
HC informs TC
Service contractor?

Corrective
actions

Harvesting

HC informs FD

FD perfomrs an
administrative
organization of
the harvesting
site

FD personnel
establishes the
technical
solution and
harvesting setup

FD personel
instructs the
workers
regarding the
technical and
safety issues

Tree felling,
limbing,
topping,
logging, landing
operations

EU meets HC representative at londing

EU has own
transportation
mean?

EU informs T

Transportation

T schedules transportation means

EU informs T

T goes to landing

Invoicing and payment

T&HC representative meet at landing

EU meets HC representative at landing

EU has own
transportation
mean?

Storage (and
natural drying)

T schedules means

T schedules means

T loads the wood

FD informs EU

Periodical control
done by RFI and
correction
actions in case of
major problems

Informing FD
about the
existing stock

FD assigns and
send personnel
for Q&M
Sells at EU
premises?

EU verifies Q&M docs signing

T, EU & Hc representative
meet at loading

EU loads the wood

EU verifies Q&M docs
signing

T verifies. Q&M signs docs

EU& T load the wood

T loads the wood

EU verifies Q&M and signs docs

T, EU & Hc representative
meet at loading

T signs docs

Eu transports the wood

EU unloads the wood

EU&T transport the wood

EU&T unload the wood

T harvests the wood to EU promises

EU loads the wood

EU verifies Q&M and signs
docs

FD informs own
transportation personnels

EU& T load the wood

T transports the wood

EU verifies Q&M

T unloads the wood

Eu trasnports the wood

EU unloads the wood

EU&T transport the wood

EU&T unload the wood

EU verifies Q&M, signs docs

T unloads the wood

HC issues the receipt

EU pays for wood

HC issues the receipt

EU pays for wood

T issues the receipt

EU pays for transport

FD issues the receipt

EU pays for wood

HC issues the receipt

T pays for wood

T issues the receipt

EU pays for transport

T and FD issues the
receipt

EU pays for wwod and
transport

FD issues the receipt

EU pays

T issues the receipt

EU pays for transport

Storage at EU
premises

Storage at landing

